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Week of World
The Week of the Woild committee under the guidanci of Edwin Fenton,
chairman, Lovina Kelly, Harry Stultz; Marilyn Myers, and Alena Hromadka
hut this fin.lf week nreientarl - tn TK fYllxr - f WnniMr an - tnarmirtiv
series of lectures and discussions concerning the problems of international
relations with emphasis on Russian questions. The International Relations
Club has sponsored the lectures by two eminent public men: Dr. Andrei
Lobanov-Rostovsk- y, Professor of History at the University of Michigan,
and Mr. Stephana Hessel, Executive Officer, Social Affairs Department,
United Nations.
The Week of the World program got under way on Tuesday with a
panel discussion on nationalists, communists, and the United States Policy
in China. Taking part in this discussion were William Campbell who ex
COLL
Wooster
Political Views
U. S. Russian Polipy Discussed by Group
Of Woosier Students Over C.B.S. Network
Five Wooster veterans participated in a coast to coast broadcast over
CBS last Friday, afternoon, Nov. 29. The students who broadcast were
selected from a group of eight by Dr. George Crothers of Columbia,
-- U !-
-
Grey; Mary Lou McCune; John
Bindley.
Dr. Crothers interviewed the eight
students who were contesting in Hoov.
er Parlor, Thursday morning. Those
who were selected went to Cleveland
Friday and met at the studio of sta-
tion WGAR for the broadcast at five
P.M. The program was
,
presented in
the form of a round table discussion
on the. question "What should be the
U. S. Policy Toward Russia?"
This program was one of a series
being conducted by Dr. Crothers all
over the nation in which the views of
student veterans regarding important
topics are aired.
Other students who contested for
one of the broadcast positions were:
Arthur South wick; David Funk; and
Fred Bowman.
Professors Ailen Dunham, Mary Z.
Johnson and J. Garber Drushal aided
the students in preparing for the
broadcast.
T.lnvrLT.mrolanrl Tnlkc
we ems w waMtaw earn eler
On Labor Legislation
Mr. Lloyd Loveland will .be the
guest speaker at the next meeting of
THE Corporation to be held Dec. 11
in lower Babcock at 7:30 P.M. Mr.
Loveland who is Regional Representa-
tive for the U.A.W of America of
the A. F. of L. and business agent for
Local 813 will lead a discussion on the
National Labor Relations Act and the
Wflonor Art .o -
Plan Reorganization of Band,
Membership Open Until Jan. 7
After a successful football season
as a marching band, the Wooster Scots
kiltie band is reorganizing as a con-
cert band and continuing under the
leadership of Wally Franks, accord-
ing to the president, Marilyn Ander-
son. This - reorganization means that
the membership is open again as it is
not limited by the number of uni-
forms. It will be open through the
first of the year. A concert band Jeaves
.the way open for a wider variety of
instruments such as oboes, bassoons,
alto clarinets, string basses, etc. The
rehearsals will be held on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons at 4:13 in Lower
Kauke unless the band decides to
change the meeting time to an eve-
ning.
With the return of many old mem-
bers of the band and with the addi
0
Vets Air
Stalker; Bob Matthews; and Joe
Christmas Dance
Plans Complete
Limited Tickets
The plans for the forthcoming
Christmas dance are now complete;
and the prospects of a successful af-
fair evident. Don Shawver is the gen-
eral chairman of the dance committee
of four. Ella Pierson is in charge of
the publicity angle; Dick Poethig will
handle the financial end; and Mary
Lee Phipps will see that all the willing
chaperones are in attendance. These
chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs. Pey
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Drushal.
Harry Woodfield and his band will
furnish the music. Woodfield is from
Cincinnati and claims that he has
played in more night clubs in Ohio
than any other band in the state.
The price of admission has been set
at 1.75 plus 35c government tax. The
bids are limited to three hundred and
will go on sale about the middle of
next week. They may be purchased in
the Student Union or from the section
presidents. The attire for all who
have them will be formats, for those
men who lack them, dark suits will be
sufficient.
The dance will be held on the four-
teenth of this month, from 8:30 to
1Z:00. Women will be given 1Z:30
pers, if their dates sign up for them.
tion of new members,, this year's foot-
ball band waj practically back to its
pre-w- ar standards. All the available
uniforms were filled and a band of 51
marching members, including its tal-
ented marjorette, graced the stadium at
each game. The organization went to
two- - games away from home, Akron
and Oberlin, and received two visiting
bands, "Mt. Union and Heidelberg.
The band will also play at basket-
ball games to add to the general gaity
of the occasions, under a student di-
rector who has not been chosen as yet.
Letters for service in the band have
been ordered and should be here with-
in a month. There will be two sizes
and will be given at the end of two
and three years of regular attendance
and service.
1
:
plained the origin, history and growth, of the nationalists in China; Kathleen
Lautenschlager who outlined the accomplishments and background of the
communist movement in China; and Edgar Cheatham who related the history
of the United States foreign policy in the Far East, with special emphasis
on that in China. The Chairman of the discussion was Patricia Hartley.
During the entire week a table in the library will display the literature,
art, and history of Russia.
.
At
.
Wednesday morning chapel "Russia in Asia" was the theme of the
talk presented by Dr. Lobanov-Rostovsk- y. He outlined, briefly, the history
of Russia's growth and expansion through the years.
The impact of Soviet ideology tends to adjust itself to historical
trends," he said. This trend might be called Russia's drive toward the
East."; The effect. of this, he added, will be very noticeable in the United
States.
He then outlined the history of the growth of Russian territory. The
expansion began early, in what is central Europe somewhere between the
Carpathians and the Vistula, and slowly spread eastward. The first center
of population, he explained was in the Ukraine, the next was in the region
of what is now Moscow; in 1581 these peoples crossed the Urals and went
into Siberia and in 1647 the expansion reached the Pacific. The population,
he pointed out, has always been spread thinly over this vast area, and at
present the movement eastward is shifting the center of Russian poplation
PI NS
Debaters Prepare
r
MARJORIE YAPLB
"Resolved that the United Nations
should be changed into a Federal
World Government" was the issue de-
bated at Kent State and Akron Uni-
versities on Wednesday of this week.
Hazelyn Melconian, Marjorie Yaple,
Patricia White and Dorothy Sand-roc- k
were Wooster's representatives.
The State of Ohio Woman's tour--
Grant Gum Shoe
Scriptwriters
Time Extension
Neophyte composers and authors
have been granted an extension, of
time in which to turn in their scripts
for the annual Gum Shoe Hop. Ac-
cording to Mary Lu McCune, who is
in charge of collecting all the prince-
ly efforts, the final date for turning in
masterpieces will be Wednesday, Jan.
8, 1947. The reason for the extension
is that many of the would be authors
have expressed a desire to have the
Christmas vacation during which to let
their cerebrums function.
The Gum Shoe Hop is an all stu-
dent production which is put on in the
spring every year. It is a musical com-
edy written by at least two students
collaborating on the words and music.
These two winning artists each receive
a twenty-fiv- e dollar prize from the stu-
dent senate.
After the scripts and music are
turned in they will be judged by Mr.
Frederick Moore, head' of the English
department; Mr. Paul Modlish, de-
partment of music, Mary Lu McCune,
and one mmeber of the senate. . When
the winning script has been selected
the s director, business manager, cast,
and every other job from the stars to
the stage hands will be taken from the
student body.
This year's production will be given
on Mar. 4, 5, 6. It will be the thirty-thir- d
annual Hop,, the first having
taken place on Monday. Feb. 22, 1915
as the Washington's Birthday Gum.
iShoe Hop featuring a basketball game
between the Junior and Senior girls.
Since then there has been quite a
change in type of entertainment, but
so far only one script has been turned
in. This leaves the field wide open with
a month to go before the works of art
have to be in at Hoover Cottage.
HOUSING
For Ohio Contest
f !!,
)
V i
1,:..
-- .
HAZELYN MELCONIAN
nament, scheduled at Capital Univer-
sity for this Friday and Saturday, will
culminate the debates, on the above is-
sue. Anne Austin, Marian Stemme,
Hazelyn Melconian, and Marjorie
Yaple form Wooster's "A" team. The
"B" team has not yet been appointed,
according to Mr. Drushal of the
Speech Department.
Douglas Men Plan For
Post Holiday Dance
At the meeting of the Douglass
Council held Wednesday evening,
Nov. 20, Dick Falls presided. The
business ranged from a report on the
open house held Nov. 1 to tentative
plans for a forthcoming Douglass-sponsore- d
dance. Expenses incurred
during the open house were complete-
ly covered by a collection.
The dance will probably be held at
the end of this semester. Details will be
announced later.
Mr, Oldham, head resident, talked
briefily to the section representatives
present at the meeting on the care of
college furniture in the rooms. He
stated that damaged articles would
have to be paid for by those responsi-
ble. One new easy chair has been pro-
vided for each room. The previously-use- d
navy chairs have been removed
to the government housing units.
The representatives were reminded
of the second installment due on the
Big Four Drive pledges, and were
- (Continued on Page 4)
Shihn-Hbrvat- h, Three Year Leiternt Rei 'Awards;
Gold Pins and W.Sweaters Are Presented Other Player
Twenty members of Wooster's 1946
football team earned awards, accord-
ing, to the announcement made by
Coach Johnny Swigart, Scot grid
mentor. Bill Shinn and Mike Hor-vat- h
will be the proud recipients of
miniature gold footballs, which are
awarded to three-yea- r winners.
John Hill, Bill Boyer,. and Tommy
Lykos will receive gold pins, in the
shape of a football; these pins are
awarded to two-ye- ar lettermen.
Fifteen Scots will be granted "W"
sweaters, which designate one-ye- ar let-
termen. Cal Buchanan, Buck Pontius,
Dave Knight, George' Murray, and
around the Urals on the border between Asia and Europe.
Dr. Lovanov discussed the growth of population tn portions of Russia
and the Five Year Plan which was. introduced in 1926. He mentioned the
significance of the movement of Russian industrial plants toward the center
of the country away from the borders, saying that "this new industrialized
area helped save Russia" when the Nazis invaded the Russian lands.
In discussing Siberia, he pointed out that it is not all freezing tempera
tures, wolves and place for political exiles. Much of the area Las tempera-
tures similar to the midwest "think in terms of Canada and yon have
Siberia."
He explained that Siberia is rich in natural wealth, and that within
the past twelve years new ports and ' an air route between Siberia and
Alaska have served to further develop the area.
Throughout the history of Russia, because of the fact that Siberia is
surrounded by a chain of natural obstacles, it has been true that every
time Russia tries to go beyond these obstacles she has failed." He pointed
out that attempts to settle Manchuria and Mongolia have failed and added
that although there is an area in the shadow of the bear which at times is
economically or perhaps politically- - under the Russian there is an area in
which Russia can expand, but not beyond."
Dr. Lobanov discussed the growth of population in portions of Russia
(Continued on Pag 4)
3 Vacancy
Off; Vets
Housing Units Prove Favorable in Winter's
First Appearance, Veterans Well Satisfied
By JIM ZERR '
The "vacancy" sign has been taken out of the windows of the three
housing units situated between Kenarden and Douglass. It all started
the week preceding. Thanksgiving vacation, when it was announced
that one of the units had been finished and was ready for occupancy. It
is believed that several records were established bv the "home hunerV
men in setting up housekeeping in
Coal Bins Full,
Ramey Asks For
Extra Supply
The soft coal strike which has been
disastrous to many cold weather uni-
versities throughout the country will
have a minor effect only on the Col-
lege of Wooster. The College's supply
is now large enough so that there
will be no immediate danger of clos-
ing the school because of any shortage.
Figures show that there are some six
hundred tons of coal available at this
time, one hundred and fifty tons being
in the bins here at the College, while
the other five hundred and fifty tons
are in the storage lot. Approximately
twelve to fifteen tons of fuel are con-
sumed per day in the heating of the
buildings on the campus proper.
-- However, the danger of a shortage
is a little greater in the off-camp-us
buildings which include Campus
Lodge, Beall and Bowman, and several
others. These houses use an outside or
private supply of coal. Mr. Ramey has
applied to Washington, D.C. for an
additional fifty-fiv- e tons of coat for
these buildings. He has been assured
by letter that any fuel necessary for
the maintenance of educational insti-
tutions will be granted as soon as pos-
sible.
Upon receipt of this extra coal and
with that already in our storage lot,
the College feels certain that it will
have a sufficient supply to carry it
through the danger period.
Art Schneider are all tackles who have
earned the coveted letter. Ends Don
Swegan and Joe Lane, in addition to
center Bob Cocci and guard George
Bare, will be awarded the "W" sweat-
ers.
Backfield performers who will soon
be sporting, a "W" ara Miney Busack,
Johnny Guzxo, Data Klingtnsmith,
Sam Curry, Jim Kennedy, and George
Nousa. Student manager,. Dick May
berry, will also be given a W"
sweater.
In all probability thirteen of the
twenty lettermen will be plying the
pigskin art again in 1947. The seven
who had their "last fling" at inter--
UNI0
Signs
Move In
that unit.
In rapid succession the other two
units were completed and just as rap-
idly filled, until now, they present the
fullest picture of ordered domestic
life. The fears that cold weather might
find the units unable to cope with "old
man winter" were quickly dispelled by
the testing period of the past few days
in which the GJ. units proved more
than favorable. The buildings are
amply heated by a gas heater in each
apartment.
The only undesirable feature to date
has been the delay in installing hot
water heaters, a situation which, will
be remedied in the immediate future.
Each apartment, which consists of a
bedroom and a study room, contains
two occupants. They are furnished
with the usual student facilities, chairs,
tables and lamps. In keeping with the
high standard of Wooster living a
caretaker has also been engaged to
meet with the domestic tasks in the
unit. -
The "houseless" situation has had its
first setback, with the completion of
these units and the progress noticeable
on their counterparts behind Scovel
Hall promises a complete remedy to
the problem.
College Men Present
Writings at Pembroke
Pembroke heard a sample of the
writings of Bill Boyer, Larrr Harden.
and Sam Vuteakia read at the horn of
Dean and Mrs. Taeusch, Bill Boyer
read a group of his poems, Sam a
short story called "Flow Gentry Sweet
Afton", and Larry the closing scene
of a play tided, The Quality of Mer-
cy". An informal discussion followed.
iM
collegiate football in the Oberlin came
include iIb-- V Bill Shinn sniarda
MikeHorvath and Bill Boyer, tackles
Monk Murray and Cal Buchanan, and
ends Don Swegan and Ah HilL
Graduation wilt seriously deplete
the end and guard berths. The only
lettermen who will be available for
these positions when the fait of 4T
rolls around art Joe Lane and George
Bare. The tackle and oackfieU spots
will not be "hit hard" by the advent
of the baccalaureate but a capable
center must be found to spell Cob
Cbccia, who played practically sfcy
minute of every gam and was the
only center candidate to earn a letter.
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The Great Awakening
Tomorrow is the fifth anniversary of the "Great Awaening". It
was on that day five years ago that the big bubble of American com'
phcency drifted into the realm of myths. The disaster at Pearl Harbor
proved it could happen here, and with startling reality. Let us hope
the vividness of that day and the hardships of the years that followed it
has swept the word "Isolationism" from the dictionary. Tomorrow is a
good day to begin thining of the two billion souls that share this planet
with us. Their happiness is our happiness,-thei- r wars our wars, and
their heace our beace-Th- e chances wrouoht since neeemhef 71941
are evident here in the snugnesS and security of Wooster College. They
are much more significant elsewhere, The change in mental attitude is,
in a sense, related to this outward change. For here, it is so easy to
pull a blanket of academic and social interests over the mind and
sleep in blissful ignorance of world activity. The pleasantness of the
Wooster atmosphere is a far cry from the reality of China or the
hard facts of the UH. And yet it belongs to us. We must tae it, or
wae up to a number III some day. A pleasing note comes from such
internationallyconscious Wooster organizations as the I.R.C., the
Socialist Club and the Freshman Forum. When you wae up tomorrow,
recall that it is Pearl Harbor Day, and tell yourself that it won't happen
again if two billion people wae up to the fact that it is their world.
A.V.
Need For Enlighined Voter
What were the issues that caused so much friction on this usually
tranquil campus when Dr. Eddy spoe in chapel? In my mind they
reduce to the familiar collectivism vs. individualism theme that is being
tested and contested the world over today, in one form or another.
Perhaps that is oversimplification, but with this approach in mind, do
not the factors involved, both domestic and international, naturally
fall in on one side or the otherl Republican, Democrat, Hew Deal,
Anti Tiew Deal, Capitolism, Communism, Management, Labor, etc.?
Individually and by groups, each of us fits into the pattern (pw
viding we're not apathetic) usually, though not always, reflecting our
own,bacground. There, it seems to me, is the crux of the whole
situation. Undoubtedly one of the greatest needs in this nation, now as
never before, is the enlightened voter, the person who has taen the
trouble to read and investigate, thereby qualifying himself to vote
intelligently.
Just as dangerous to our system as the person who stubbornly
adheres to traditional party lines and arguments, is the "starry eyed"
reformer, usually suffering from academic indigestion, who can dw
matically "go off the deep end" any old time to prove that the present
system is all washed up. Somewhere between these two extremes is to
be found the wisest course. It will tae enlightened, stable-minde- d
voters to decide this course, voters who do not depend on a "strong
leader" to ihin for them, serving up trite, generalized results in
easily digested fire-sid- e' chats. The appeal of the master politician
must be rejected in favor of genuine individual thought.
Most of us will agree that the answer is not unbridled individual'
ism as portrayed by our abuse ridden laissez faire capitalism of the
early part of the century. On the other hand we must be jealous of the
power at first always regulatoryconcentrated in the hands of the
federal government. A planned economy, or any other plan' of gov
ernment origin, leaves very little
--
room for individual variance. Any
veteran will telUDr. Eddy that. The one thing worse for the well being
of a nation than unrestrained individualism, I thin, is unrc
strained government. The former can be tamed by legislation, the latter,
once established, can often be tamed only' by revolution of the people.
The idea that "government can do no wrong", so prevalent today,
evaporates in the light of history. David M. Tcely
The Defense Of Men
John L. Lewis, the man with a press'tnade Gargoyle face and a
supercilious character, so we are told, is the chief figure in American life
today. He hastaen a severe beating from the press, the American peo'
pie, and certain elements within labor's own walls. Without any decisive
trial, that excludes Goldsborough's ruling, he has been found guilty. He
is a victim of unjust, gossipy, American public sentiment radiating from
specific circles. Because he has provoked the men of autistic and do'
nothing labor legislation on the coal polemic, because of his intrepid spir
it, he is the target of those who attac the individual rather than the cause
for which he pghts. You need only turn to the front page of any news-pape- r
or popular news magazine to see for yourself the descriptive ac
counts of everything John L. does from 'doffing his hat to a lady with
a lorgnette' to the pictorial view in -- which he sits in the Carlton Hotel.
The ' old bqy ased forwhatht ' got.HeJoucei the.bressHe
alienated the central nervous system of the American public. If he does
have the welfare of the United Mine Worers at heart, his method in
its immediate phase is crushing the man whom he is trying to save.
The only hope or justification for Lewis' actions is that he will expedite
a showdown in the Supreme Court ... a showdown that protects the
laborer from the power of management, and also protects the managers
from a too potent labor organization. ' '
But we appeal to the press of the world to ive the mammouth
man who carries a cigar in one hand and a cane in the other a fair deal.
We as them to publish the contract instead of the literary hopair about
the ind of cigars he smoes and the size of his hat. We plead with them
to point out to the world the implications in the Torris'La Guardia anti'
injunction act. We not only see, thus, a fair deal for Lewis, but also
a fair deal for the American people.
There are many reasons why the American people must now
for what fthe creeping shadow of John L. Lewis' is fighting. The Ameri'
can people want to now about the poor living conditions in the mining
areas. They want to now just how much of the year the miners can
L en.
wvi. tit j i in it m iww uuuui, wtc unnpuny aurcs inat cai'up mc
miners' wages. They want the American miner also to receive a fair deal
along with John L. and themselves. J.H.
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Margaret-An-n Record
Margaret Ann Record, of the
Class of '49, well known to Woos-
ter students for her always joy-
ous personality, was the victim of
a tragic accident early last Sun-
day morning. Her escort, Robert
Fritzinger of Ashland, a student
at Ohio Wesleyan University, was
also killed when he failed to make
a bad turn on the gravel road
leading to Deviltown, six miles
north-we- st of Wooster.
Margaret Record was well
known in the Sophomore class, es-
pecially among the girls of Hold-e- n
and Holden Annex. She was
the only child of Dr. and Mrs.
Paul R, Record, now of Knox-vill- e,
Term. She spent most of
her life including grade and high
school here in Wooster where her L
father was for many years a staff member of the Ohio Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. It was three years ago that the family Moved to Decatur, 111.
Margaret spent her junior and senior years of high school there. SheH
was elected to the National Honor Society in her junior year. As a senior
she served as business manager of the high school paper. Last year the
family moved to Knoxville and she returned to enter college here at
Wooster. Her intention was to major in psychology and later go into
personnel work.
Two other persons riding with Fritzinger were injured, but as of today
both have been released from hospitalization. They
.
were Richard Mc-Gear- y,
22, a student at Western Reserve in Cleveland, and Ann Seaton, 19,
a student of Flora Stone Mather in Cleveland,. Richard is from Ashland
while Ann was visiting here from her home in Berea.
The two couples met tragedy following a happy Thanksgiving vacation
party given at the home of William Martin Jr. and Miss Betty Martin on
Elm Drive. After leaving the party several cars with guests had gone out
to the Log Cabin. Upon leaving there Fritzinger proceeded to follow the
first car of the group over a route he didn't know. The first car took the
road past the brick factory to old Number 9 School, then East past the
Children's Home. They made the trip without incident. Fritzinger however
missed the turn at the Number 9 School and continued to Mechanicsburg.
Not knowing where they were they turned south from there. A short
distance down this road the car missed the turn, jumped a ditch, and
drove into an embankment, killing the two in the front seat instantly-accor- ding
to the coroner's report.
When the Fritzinger car did not return, the Martins sent two cars in
search. They retraced the route without noticing any signs of an accident
and then began to cover roads nearby. While the hunt was progressing
Miss Seaton who had been unconscious recovered sufficiently to realize
that an accident had occurred and help was needed. She made her way
to a nearby farmhouse from which the Martins'- - home was called as was
an ambulance and the police. Due to poor directions, ' however, the
ambulance arrived more than an hour later at the scene. The two
injured parties were taken earlier by a car from the Martins to the Beeson
Hospital. The others,. Robert Fritzinger and Margaret Record, were left
until the ambulance arrived. They were pronounced dead upon arrival at
the hospital. It was then 4 a.m.
,
Funeral services were held Wednesday afternoon at the First Presbyterian
Church. Many of her friends from both the college and the city of
Wooster were present. The altar was decked in flowers and an octette
from the college sang an anthem. Dr. Lowry read selected passages from
the scriptures and Rev. Bates offered prayer. Dr. John R. Williams, who
was her pastor from girlhood, conducted the service. Following the services
he was interred in Wooster cemetery.
With deep remorse at the loss of a fine friend, the students of Wooster
extend their most heartfelt sympathies to her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Paul
R. Record.
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor: ..
The apparent naivete on the sub-
ject of art in some of our student body
has led me to set off the following "ex-
plosion":
In your wanderings through a pic-
ture gallery, how often have you said,
or listened to your companions say, "I
like this painting, But I don't know
what it is that makes me like it"?
When a tabulation is made of the
votes in a contest for choosing the
"most popular painting in the exhi-
bition," it is notoriously the case that
the people's choice is a vastly different
painting from, the artists' or critics'
choice; and in the case of works of
the past, the popular choices are not
at all the paintings which have lived
through the ages. It is possible that
we, the people, can be so . wrong in
our judgment and in our ability to
discriminate between good and bad
art? What is the reason for this lack
of agreement?
-- From earliest childhood we have
been trained to use our senses to per-
ceive images, to see objects as a
whole,, and to attach meaning to ev-
erything which comes within the hor-
izon of our " experience.Thuspwesee
a white cloth lying in the shade, when
in reality the cloth is not white, but
has taken on a purplish cast. We have
thus been trained to see everything in
respect to the "psychological" content
alone the meanings which we have
accumulated for the object from our
past experiences in art, the so-call- ed
"subject matter" of the painting.
The painter has something else in
mind, however. To him, the subject
matter is merely a point of departure,
from which he sifts out the charac-
teristics and essences with which he will
work.
The impartial camera records every
sight reaction, devoid of emotional
content and of varying importance,
mechanically and efficiently. But to
the artist, the subject is a complex of
unorganized and unrelated forms
which he must" unify, logically
and emotionally, to obtain an aesthe-
tic "truth." This is comparable to
the scientist who organized his facts
to form a verified theory or scientific
truth.
The aesthetic design must, . never-
theless, be in complete harmony and
exact balance with the psychological
content of the picture. The subject
must not remain outside and apart
from the form. In my opinion, the
more nearly the artist reaches this
perfect balance, the more successful is
he. The balance cannot be mechanical-
ly set; it differs from one art to an-
other (literature, music, etc.) and
from one work of art to another. It is
the job of the artist to be sensitively
aware of this, and to search for the
correct balance. .. . . ,
Therefore, in addition to an ap-
preciation of the psychological con-
tent of a work of art, a sensitiveness
to the aesthetic content the line, col-
or, shape,, volumes, etc., etc. is of
vital importance in an understand-
ing of the work of art. This under-
standing is sadly lacking in the minds
9ld emotion; of the 'common peo-
ple," and this, I believe, accounts for
their inability to appreciate and com-
prehend art art in general, and es-
pecially modern art which is chiefly
concerned with experiments in aesthe-
tic content alone.
,
- .. Sincerely,
Miriam Alden
To the Editor: '
It was rather disappointing to read
that the Voice has adopted a policy
of neutrality. This is certainly not the
time to promote hesitancy. To us this
will only bring about apathy to the
extent of causing complete indiffer-
ence concerning affairs of importance
today.
Last year we had a newspaper which
was inclined to expound somewhat on
liberalness of what have you. It was
Signifying Nothing
By JOE H. BINDLEY
"These are the times that try men's souls", and what is worse is the
fact that the cost of shoe repair has gone up considerably. The coal strike
continues and we find ourselves "Dreaming of a Dark Christmas".
An expert has suggested that the miners themselves will settle the
strike. "When they've been up in the world for a little while, and see
what a mess it is, they 11 want to go back to the mines.
The city brownouts are causing con-
siderable trouble for many people.
One guy walked by four bars before
he realized that they weren't closed,
and two members of the Women's
Fine Arts League of Cleveland ended
up in the Roxy theatre looking for the
symphony orchestra. A guy was over-
heard saying that he was happy about
the whole thing seems that he was a
salesman for oil burners. For a min-
ute we thought he might have been
a college student where they had no
coal. Sales of seeing eye dogs have
almost trebled, but the easy way out
has been discovered by Joe Lushwell.
Joe just keeps on buying whiskey and
seems to be always lit up. The miners
themselves haven't had any trouble
with the brownouts they haven't got
those lights on their hats for nothing.
The Russians claim that the black-
outs are America's answer to the Iron
Curtain and unfair to organized spies.
Official Washington has made little
comment this last week. Harry went
down in aubmarine- - some say he
was fishing for the answer.
Despite the brownouts etc., the U.N.
is still struggling along. It has been
rumored that the Ford Motor Com-
pany has sent a large shipment of their
new invention to Russia back up
lights Let's hope that they will make
use of them. Relations really became
strained last week between the U. S.
and the U.S.S.R. (you name it and
you can have it) when one of the
Ukrainian delegates to U. N. was shot
among the liverwurst during a
New York delicatessen hold up. Seems
that the burglar mistook him for a
flatfoot from flatbush. Russia claims
that this was aimed at her, but the
Ukrainian delegate feels he knows
what it was aimed at. '
In the educational field, emphasis
even critical to the extent of causing
a good bit of uproar at times in the
men's dorms. However, this particular
newspaper had a positive policy.
It seems strange that the Voice this
year is wont to promote a positiveness
that can be seen clearly by those who
realize our situation today. You are
doing a good job of playing up the
local news, but is it not also important
to print news of more national im-
portance at times? The situation today
is of grave concern which will only be
alleviated by a policy that stresses the
need for progress. Today we speak of
living in a world community. This can
only be achieved by printing some
worthwhile editorials promoting this
idea.
Kindling the local
. interest and
bringing fprth. some basic doctrines
can be achieved together if you would
only attempt it. A positive policy of
prbgressiveness is needed at this time.
Allen'T. Clark
Robert T. Konczal
FRIDAY, DEC. 6
Labor's Sphinx
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John L. Lewis, president of the
United Mine Workers, is the aphinx
of labor. He has set himself to the
task of organizing the steel work-
ers, a problem long considered
is being placed on the increased value
of aptitude tests and I.Q. (Impossible
Questions) examinations. -- According
to the McRompers plan, it has been
proposed that tests of this nature be
given to all candidates for Congress.
This has caused considerable uneasi-
ness in political circles.
Senator Bilbo had no comment, but
Kelly of Chicago said, "Edjication and
politics ain't to be mixed". " The big
question seems to be who would have
the right to grade the examinations-Ma- yor
Hague has volunteered his serv-
ices. Sixteen college professors recent-
ly took the exams to see if they could
qualify. The results were: 3 insurance
salesmen, 4 street cleaners, 2 baby sit- -'
ters, 2 Y.M.C.A. secretaries, 4 dog
catchers, and 1 dead. These men were
the authors of the examinations and
at present can not be reached for com-
ment.
a
Congressional
Hears Bover
William Boyer presented his thesis
on "British Imperialism" to Congres-
sional Club last Tuesday, Dec. 3.
Basing many of his conclusions on
wartime personal experience on the
British colony" of Antiqua, Boyer
pointed out that imperialism leads to
many abuses.
Richard Cox will present his thesis
on the present, coal situation at the
next session, Dec. 17.
3:30 : Howard Simon s Band .. Lower Kauke
7:30 : Council of Churches Institute & Scott Auditorium
7:45-11:3- 0 Freshman Forum . . . Lower Galpin
8:00 . -- : Senate-I.R.C- . Dance . Lower Babcock
SATURDAY, DEC. 7
9:30 -- : Girls' Chorus : . . . Chapel
9:00-3:3- 0 Council of Churches Institute ... Scott Auditorium
10:00-12:0- 0 Band Lower Kauke
2:30 : W, A. A, Benefit Bridge
........i... Lower Babcock8:00-12:0- 0 Third Section Informal . . Lower Babcock
8:30-11:3- 0 Senate Vic Dance 1. Lower Galpin
SUNDAY, DEC. 8
2:00-4:0- 0 Symphony Rehearsal Lower Kauke
2:00-5:0- 0 Korner Klub Open House Korner Klub
5:00-7:0- 0 Philosophy Club Lower Babcock
6:30-8:0- 0 S. E. F. )v. : . Scott Auditorium
'MONDAY, DEC. 9 '
.
4:30 i - Modern Dance i.....................;..:... Lower Babcock
7:15-10:0- 0 Symphony Rehearsal . Chapel
"9:00- - ,:-Se- nate Meeting . ,
. ...jenate Room
TUESDAY, DEC. 10
4:30 -- : Modern Dance ......... ........ . Lower Babcock
.
8:00 : Symphony .Concert ....... ; Chapel
8:30 ' : Psych Club .. ..... Lower Babcock
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11 .
4:00 : College Circle Tea . Lower Galpin
4:30 : Modern Dance .... . Lower Babcock
6:45-7:3- 0 Y. W. Meeting ..:;......::.
. Lower Babcock
8:00 : Wayne County Alumni Club . Scott Auditorium
7:30 : THE Corporation . ,. Lower Babcock
THURSDAY, DEC. 10
4:30 : Modern Dance ...... , Lower Babcock
7:00 -- : Girls' Chorus Chanelpe
FRIDAY, DEC 13
2:00 : Missionary Society
... Lower Kauke
7:30 : Miller Manor Open House . . Miller
7:30 : Arrow Dance
. Lower Babcock
8:00 -- : Pyramid Dance Lower Galpin
8:00-11:0- 0 Hoover Skating Party .. ; . .... Skating Rink8:00 : Swimming Carnival .. Gym
c,2:l10LJfventh Section Pen House Kenarden 7SATURDAY, DEC. 14
9:00-12:0- 0 Senate Christmas Formal ' GvmySUNDAY, DEC 15
7:00 ' : Imp Party '
t (
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By LARRY PIPER
Curtory examination of the football
record which the Scots compiled for
the 1946 season would produce grave
misgivings in the mind of the average
fan as to the ability of the '46 edi-
tion of the Wooster gridders to play
winning football. Wooster's pigskin
record of two wins, four losses, and
two ties will cause few to plunge into
raptures of unsuppressed glee. Actual-
ly, the Scots are entitled to a much
better season; the record should have
read four wins, three losses, and one
tie.
Following the Denison game, in
which the Scots received their due
quota of football breaks, old Dame
Fortune proceeded to administer a
vicious and prolonged stiff-ar- m to
Wooster for the remainder of the sea-
son.
The Muskingum game was "High-
wayman" robbery of the sort which
-- would have caused Alfred Noyes to
turn over in his grave. The officiating
was "lous-ay-" to put it bluntly. The
Muskies were penalized fifty-fiv- e yards
as against the Scots' twenty. Alert ref-
erees would have docked the New
Concord eleven between 150 and 175
yards. Undoubtedly, this would have
prevented at least one Muskie score,
and the Scots would have been able
to pull their chestnuts and one foot-
ball game from the fire. Instead, they
were forced to accept a 12-1- 2 tie.
The nickname of the Mt. Union
football team is the Purple Raiders,
and I have a sneaking suspicion that
the Mt. Union mascot is a "purple
shaft" of large and awesome propor-
tions. The referees performed their
duties in a manner indicating their
approval of Wooster being the recip-
ient of this blunt instrument of tor-
ture.
The officials refused to allow a sec-
ond period touchdown for Wooster
which would have enabled the Scots to
win, 11-- 7. Moving pictures revealed
that Miney Busack's pass to Jim Ken
nedy in the Raider end zone was legal.
But Wooster must still accept the ig-
nominy of a 7-- 5 loss at the hands of
Mount Union. . -
But enough of "what might have
been" and a good sized chunk of
"what was". The Wooster gridders of
'46 were definitely not a second half
football team as its record of scoring
51 points in the first half and only 34
in the second half will indicate. The
Scots were able to score only 7 points
in the fourth quarter of eight games as
against the opposition's fourth quar-
ter total of 46 points.
During the course of the season
Wooster scored 85 points in compari-
son to the oppositions' combined to-
tal of 115. Only in the Oberlin game
did the Scots fail to score first. Woos-
ter" seemed to conserve its best offen-
sive fireworks for the second quarter,
its season total being 32. However,
the opposition totaled 45 points in
these same second quarters. The Black
and Gold played its best brand of de-
fensive ball during the first quarters,
in which the opposition was held to a
total of 7 points whereas Wooster col-
lected 19.
In the matter of first downs, Woos-
ter acquired 60 during the season
while the enemy was accumulating 83
first downs. The Scots thus averaged
7Va first downs a game in comparison
to the opposition's 10. The Army-Nav- y
game illustrated how little stress
should be placed on first downs in a
football game; the team with the high-
est score still wins the game. Actually,
the Scots netted nine first downs to
seven in games with Findlay a n d
Mount Union; and yet both games
- were ultimately lost. Whereas Denison,
which succumbed to Wooster, 21-- 0,
"out-first-downe- d" the Scots, 11 to 8.
The following facts are 'gleaned
from the first seven football games,
figures for the Oberlin game not being
available.
Wooster obtained forty of its sixty
first downs by dint of rushing; fifteen
were garnered ' by passing, and five
were picked up through penalties. The
opposition bettered the Scots' "griddy"
efforts in both first downs gained by
rushing and passing. In rushing the
foe had 59 first downs as against
Wooster's 40, and alien aerials netted
the enemy 22 first downs while Coach
Swigart's eleven amassed 15,
Wooster's most potent offensive
threat was its ground game; yet, the
Svimming Squad
ToSplash atB:G:
Coach Carl Munson's nautical nata
tors open their swimming season to
morrow, Dec. 7, against Bowling
Green at Bowling Green. Ed Holden
and Duke Hull, only Scot lettermen
from former years, will lead the in
vasion. The Qberlin Yeomen will fur
nish the Scots their first home opposi
tion on Dec. 18. '
Swimmers, who will make the trek
to Bowling Green tomorrow, include
Ed Holden, Duke Hull, Bill Hewitt,
"Buckets" Ballard, Chuck Southwick,
Lyman Hartley, Dick Swanson, Tom
Mandeville, Dean Walton, Bill Mon
roe, plus another swimmer to be an
nounced later.
Fourteen dual meets have been
carded for the Scot swimming sched
ule.
Dec. 7 Bowling Green there
s 18 Oberlin here
Jan. 10 Fenn here
15 OhioWesleyan there
18 Kenyon here
30 Kent State there
Feb. 4 Muskingum there
6 Kent State here
8 Wittenberg there
14 Fenn there
19. Wittenberg here
'22 Oberlin there
28 Kenyon there
Mar. 5 Ohio Wesleyan here
Scots failed to record more first downs
than the opposition in any of the
games; both Muskingum and Oberlin
split eighteen first downs with the
lads from the Hill.
The Black and Gold compiled a to-
tal of 1016 yards in rushing, and the
opposition plunged for 1300 yards.
The Scots acquired more yardage rush
ing than Muskingum, Mt. Union, and
Akron; but the outcome of these three
games were two losses and one tie. .
The campus consensus is the
Scots possessed a very weak over
head game. Actually, it wasn't as bad
as popularly imagined. Wooster
chalked up more first downs by dint
of passing than Findlay, Capital, and
Mount Union.
Few realize that until the Akron
game the Scots had passed for more
yardage than the opposition. Wooster,
during the first five games of the sea-
son, gained 366 yards via the aerial
route while holding football foes to
250 yards.
Then the Akron debacle occurred
in which the Zippers obtained 307
of their 359 yards by taking to the
air. Previous to this game, the Scots
had passed for 86 yards against Mt.
Union and held the Purple Raider aer-
ial attack to a subdued murmur of no
yards gained passing.
Records for the first seven games re-
veal that Wooster gained 407 yards
passing while the opposition was mak-
ing 573. The c6mplete season's record
discloses that Wooster had a net yard-ag- e
gained of 1429 and t'other side
a total of 1893 yards. Thus, the Scots
possessed a net yardage of 179 yards
a game in comparison to the opposi-
tion's average of 237 yards a game.
The Scots attempted 104 passes,
completing 31 and having 20 inter-
cepted. The opposing elevens heaved
the pigskin 110 times; 39 were com-
pleted and 17 intercepted. The Scots
thus boast a completion record of
30, and the foe 35.
While lauding the gallant, hard-fightin- g
Scot football team, let's not
forget to render proper credit and
appreciation to the excellent Wooster
band and cheerleaders that facilitated
the enjoyment of all home games.
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Scots Lose Opening Basketball
Game to Findlay Oilers, 44-3- 7
Despite a fourth quarter rally Coach
Mose Hole's quintet was defeated, 44-3- 7,
at Findlay Tuesday evening. It
marked Wooster's first basketball
game of the '46-4- 7 season.
The Findlay Oilers, with no John
L. Lewis about which to worry, were
a bit hotter than the coal-stoke- d Scots.
Irregardless of the fact that Wooster
could have used some heat Tuesday
evening, rest assured that no "miners"
were employed in the- - starting Scot
quintet
Findlay had the jump over Wooster
in the matter of
.
experience,' having
already played one game, an easy 67-- 3
1 victory from Gift in Junior College.
The Scots' play showed that the bas-ketee- rs
needed this game in order to
sharpen their "shooting eyes" and re-
actions.
Wooster started poorly, trailing at
the end of ten minutes, 12-- 4. The half
time score was 23-1- 2 with Findlay on
top. The Oilers held the same 11
point margin at the end of the third
period, the score being 33-2- 2.
The Scots suddenly "caught fire" in
the fourth quarter and scored five
field goals and two free throws while
holding the Oilers to one lone field
goal. The 35-3- 4 score left Wooster
in arrears by a single point.
Hereupon Coach Nelson Jones,
Findlay basketball mentor, rushed reg-
ulars into the fray. The Oilers then
added seven free throws (the last five
Findlay points came through dint of
gratis heaves) and one field goal in
comparison to Wooster's one field goal
and one free throw to win, 44-3- 7.
Accuracy in free throws decided the
outcome of the game. Both quintets
swished thirteen field goals, but Find-lay'-s
18 successful free throws proved
the margin of victory, inasmuch as the
Scots could only sink 11 of their 22
free throws.
4-
-
Don Swegan's 11 points were high
for both teams. "Fingers" Wagner,
Box Baxter, and Jim Weygandt scored
8, 5, and 4 points respectively. Carl
Reichert, Findlay center who domin
ated both backboards, was the Oilers'
best performer. Coach Mose Hole's
basketball teams have now won 5 and
lost 2 against Findlay in a rivalry
which dates back to the season of '30- -
'31.
Wooster will be host to Kent State's
Golden Flashes tomorrow. Kent State
has played but one game thus far
this season, losing to Bowling Green,
63-4- 7. In the fourteen games which
have been played betwen the Scots
and the Golden Flashes, Wooster has
won all but one of the contests.
Scot Speedsters
Awarded Letters
Cross country letters will be awarded
four men: Bill Campbell, Cy Satow,
Bill Monroe, and Bill Johnston. These
men, plus Wayne Cliffe, raced against
the Oberlin harriers at Oberlin over a
four mile course on Nov. 23. The final
score was 19-4- 4 in favor of Oberlin.
Phil Thomas of Oberlin finished
first in the fast time of 21:55.6. Plac
ing second was Bill Campbell, who is
the son of Walter Campbell, college
distance runner of 1917. Campbell's
time was 22.09.3. Bill Monroe, Cy
Satow, Bill Johnston, and Wayne
Cliffe finished ninth, tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth respectively.
Hello Please!
Bill Shack
7
JOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY
AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
Tire, Batteries, Sporting Goods
GRIFFIN ELECTRIC SHOP
155 W. Liberty Street
RADIO REPAIRS -- :- SMALL RADIOS
LAMP CORDS
,
EXTENSION CORDS
IRONS -- :- DESK LAMPS
"Instant" Hog Dog Roaster .
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE
t r - MADE-F- OR l
CHRISTM AS
Snyder Studio
STUDIO and CAMERA SHOP
EAST LIBERTY AT BEVER PHONE 16
Dob CC31,
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By BILL CAMPBELL
(Ed's note: This is the seventh and
final article about the Scot football
players.) -
Bob Coccia was one of the real
mainstays of the Scot football team
and played more minutes than any
other gridder on the squad. A typical
team player, Bob was content to let
others grab the glory and headlines.
His main concern was that the Scots
should prove themselves superior on
the gridiron.
His defensive work on the line has
been exceptional in many of the
games, and several times Wooster's best
pass defense has been one 210 pound
Bob Coccia rushing and tackling the
passer. Coccia was a real brick in the
Scot wall when he took over the left
end position on defense.
Bob enjoys the game of football im-
mensely and, as a wide awake player,
made a good percentage of the tackles
by using that old noggin on the field.
On the offensive, in his position at
the center of the line, Coccia has cen-
tered the ball with consistent precision.
His kick-off- s have averaged between
forty-fiv- e and fifty-fiv- e yards, occa-
sionally being booted into the opposi-
tion's end zone.
Bob's wide-awakene- ss was well dem-
onstrated in the Denison game. After
kicking off for the Scots he flashed
down the field and fell on die ball in
the Denison end zone for Wooster's
first touchdown, the Denison safety
man deeming it unnecessary to retrieve
the pigskin.
Coccia is a home-tow- n lad, who re-
ceived his start in football as a Gen-
eral at the Wooster High School where
he captured a letter during the years of
1941 and '42, performing as a center
and guard.
On graduating from high school
Bob went to Kent State but soon
switched his allegiance to The College
of Wooster. Following a thirty-fou- r
months' stay in Uncle Sam's Coast
Guard, Coccia returned to Wooster for
the fall semester.
Coccia's performance on the grid-
iron marked him as one of Coach
Swigart's key players. This redounds
all the more to Bob's credit when it is
remembered that Coccia played more
than half the season with a badly
bruised arm. In more ways than one,
Coccia may be the "center" of plans
for a winning 1947 football eleven.
Order Them by the Cab Full
HAMBURGER INN
PHONE
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Monday night marked the b gin-
ning of the long-awaite- d Women's In-
tramural Basketball Season. Fifty pairs
of legs (the mora shapely belonging
to the froth, whose treks op and down
the Hill have not as yet developed
those strong, sturdy leg muscles that
immediately brand an uppercits wom-
an) pounding the gym floor, fifty sul-
try voices (usually pitched in the Ba-ca- ll
"Anybody - got - a match?" key)
sounding like an Apache attack in
Lone Ranger fashion indicate what
should be the year's sporting event.
Always a spirited and well at-tend- ed
affair, the tournament promises
to be bigger 'n better than ever.
Trumps, Sphinx, and Peanuts art
pinning their hopes for the champion-
ship on such combinations as Colp and
Kessel, Hegner and Pierton, Syrios
and Hodgson, all of whom won hon-
ors last year, plus new members who
were conveniently pledged just in
time to fortify their respective dub
teams.
Practices are held every Monday
.
and Wednesday nights at 7:30.
Two Enirannral
Leagues Formed
The representatives of those basket-
ball teams, desiring to compete in the
intramural basketball league, met with
Coach Mose Hole Monday, Nov. 25.
It was decided that two leagues Ken-arde- n
and a miscellaneous group-w- ould
be formed.
Eight teams will compete in each of
the two leagues. Seventh Section will
be represented by three teams, one in
the Kenarden League and the remain-
ing two in the Miscellaneous League.
Two teams from both Fifth and Sec-
ond Sections will participate in the
leagues.
Three practice games will be played
every Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
and two games will be held on Satur-
day afternoons. Following the Christ-
mas vacation, a regular intramural
basketball schedule for both leagues
will be drafted. Those quintets desiring
to substitute suitable nicknames for
present team designations should con-
sult Coach Johnny Swigart.
Quiz Kid Comer
Question: What basketball team was &
the firt to nlav Wnnttvr am1
year did the game occur?
To the rear, march.
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(Contxnul from Pa 1)
ia Russia and Franc. H has been a
correspondent, author, lecturer and
now is professor of history. He is die
author of The Grinding Mill". "Rus
sia and Asia and "Revolution in Rus
sia .
In his soeech in the chapel Wednes
cerning "Russia in the Light of His
tory disclosed the fact that the pres
ent situation "is not so alarming today
if viewed in the light of history".
Counter Chit-Ch-at
FROM
Freedlanders
Livy De Pastina
This week it's a line for the ladies
who knock themselves out to look nice
for the men. And, boy, it ain't easy!
Take heart, wee friendies, it was a
long, stiff battle getting the formal
bid, now it's a long, stiff battle to get
the formal. After you've conquered
the reluctant parents and confiscated
the well-thumb- ed check book, go to
Freedlander's. They're all on the third
.floor looking luscious and lovely and
economical too.
For the sophisticate there are beau-
tiful black crepe as well as filmy black
net skirts for $14.95. To top this you
must have a white and silver blouse
that glows in the dark with cap
' sleeves,' covered buttons and a peplum.
It's positively regal!
For the tailored, type there's a plain-hut-packs-a-pun- ch
(ticket-punchin- g
that is) for only $17.95. It's a black
faille formal with a round neck, cap
sleeves, wide belt with a gold studded
buckle and a softly flared skirt. It
might make for a fine dinner dress
some other time.
The demure would want something
sending as well as sweet. It's a gray
formal for sure, the one with the subtle
neckline and fitted bodice. The sleeves
sport a pert putt and the skirt u
bouffant and billowy.
: Like the victor with his spoils, tuck
the wee box under your arm. and
charge up the hilL Come Saturday
next and the aggressor will be on the
defensive.
Keep fighting,
Livy DePastina
Douglass Council
Continued from Page 1)
urged to meet their obligations
promptly in January.
Plans for a Christmas program
were the topic of discussion among
the members of Douglass Council
when it met last Wednesday evening.
It was decided to hold two periods of
day nighty Dr. Lohanov stated his firm carol singing on the evening of Dec.
conviction that "there need not be a 19; the nrst immediately after the
third World War", and that "there Christmas dinner for the benefit of the
need be no conflict between Russia fellows with dates, and the second later
,nA TTn.-M-j Smt, Hi. Trk con- - for those men without dates,
m
vantage or the resources in the aa
vanced countries and to introduce
.a a t I I Iideas and metnods tor oetter agricui
"I am very gratified, myself, that cure in the less advanced." The main
there is much less talk of war now concern of the World Health Group
than there was some months ago," he U "the problem of health and how it
continued: "Much progress has been should be handled at an international
now more talk of peace.'
Concerning Russian aggression Dr.
Lobanov stated his belief that "there
ia no immediate danger of Russia start'
ing war."
He pointed out that there has been
no change in the Russian constitution;
but that any change that has come
about has been in the application of
the ideas of the constitution. In other
words, the ideas of the communist
party are sun in iuf., uui wie
proach to these ideas and the applica
at a - - --- mm
agency will be early next year, Mr.
Hessel said. The International Trade
Agency is aiming at "links in common
methods and principles and coopera
tion in trade".
"The International Refugee Organ,
ization will take over part of the work
of UNRRA and will try to solve the
problem o f refugee ' displacement,"
Mr. Hessel pointed out.
Wednesday evening Mr. Hessel
again spoke in the chapel, and further
I . . at i r f( , rU a.t l,u,!nM of dveeloped Uie theme ot nis morning
... . j u... , Italk. Also, he told his audience aboutliving U uuucujuuiji a hw ..- -J w !. 1 ,Klthe work, of. the, General Assemblyat.in
outcome of this evolution is, Dr. Lo- - J"8 Social Field.
banov said, unknown. I Mr. Hessel was born and educated
Their foremost aim at the present in' Paris, attended the London School
is to rebuild the 1,700 cities which 0f Economics and Ecole Libre des
were destroyed by the war, to rebuild Sciences et Politiques in Paris. He re--
the 8?,000 school houses which were I ceived his degree from the Ecole Nor'
also destroyed, to rebuild the Indus-- 1 maIe Superieure. He was a member of
tries which were wiped out; and, in I the F.F.I. in England and was on
general, to make up for the years, special mission of liason with the al
lives, and wealth lost during the years I lied underground on the continent,
of conflict. I where he was captured, deported, and
In Thursday morning's chapel, Mr. I imprisoned in a German concentra
Stephane Hessel, Executive Officer of I tion camp for eight months. Upon
the Social Affairs Department of the
United Nations, outlined the develop'
ment of specialized agencies since the
San Francisco Conference. The agen-
cies, some of which are still in the
formative stage, include UNESCO
(United Nations Educational, Scien
tine and Cultural Organization), the
Food and Agriculture Organization,
the World Health Organization, the
International Trade Organization, and
the International Refugee Organiza
tion,
The formation of .these agencies,
Mr. Hessel said, is a great step for
ward in international cooperation,
"The delegates to these agencies be- -
release, he then entered the French
diplomatic service. Mr. Hessel, lik
Dr. Labano'v, was sponsored by the
International Relations Club of the
College under the leadership of Mr,
Edwin Fehton,
On Wednesday and Thursday after
noons informal discussion group
were neid witn tne two
Babcock lounge.
speakers in
In this morning's chapel, Dr. Rob
ert Walcott, Jr., a member of Woos- -
ter's history department, discussed the
Labor government of England. Dr,
Walcott has his doctorate from Har
vard University and was on the fac- -
come servants of the commonwealth ulty at Harvard and Black Mountain
of nations". Nationalistic tendencies
on the part of any of the delegates to
these agencies should take a back seat
to the internationalistic loyalties.
UNESCO is "mainly concerned with
finding out the means by which na
tions can help each other by means of
education and the like." The Food
Organization is seeking "to take ad--
Children's Dresses
.
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By "SWEDE" TRUELSEN ,
The fact that Wooster, for some time has been attuned to the
regime of Student Self'Government has prompted your inquiring re
porter to make a survey of campus opinion on the question, Should
Wooster support a National Student Self-Governme- nt Organization?"
The question evoked the following comments.
Bill Shoaff, '48 An organization of this type could be beneficial.
A national union of students could
carry considerable weight. The United
Mine Workers organized, why can't
we? "
Marj MunnelL '48 It is my opuv
ion that a National Student Govern-
ment Organization would unite the
students over the nation in such a way
as to give us a more recognized voice
in national ' political affairs. This is
what Wooster students have been re-
questing and here is the opportunity!
I say let's give it our full support.
Pat Henderson, '48 Before we
commit ourselves, we ought to know
more about' the setup and purpose of
such an organization than we know
now. However, it sounds worthy why
not organize first on a temporary trial
basis, and take an inventory at the
end of the experimental period?
Bob Parsons, '49 I believe it would
be a good thing. It would coordinate
the ideals and advantages that all the
different college governments have to
offer.
Mary Jean Bennett, '49 It's cer
tainly worth a try. Anything that will
keep us in touch with what other
schools are doing and thinking should
make us better informed about present
College before coming to Wooster
this fall.
The Week of the World program
closes tonight with a social event at
which time the Student Senate and the
International Relations Club will hold
an informal dance in lower Babcock
at 8. Music, decorations and entertain'
ment, will be in a "Vienna Cafe'
motif...... ....... ,..,, ,.....
ANSWER TO
QUIZ KID CORNER
The Mount Union quintet played
the Scots on Mar. 15, 1901. The final
score was 11-- 4 in favor of the Purple
Raiders.
O. M. White
Jeweler
215 E. Liberty St. Wooster
For Holiday Glitter
NEW PINS, EARRINGS, and BRACELETS
in white and colored Gzecho-stone- s
THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
Don't Go Home Without
CHOCOLATES
ONE TO FIVE POUND BOXES
ALSO FANCY GIFT BOXES
Your Nut and Candy Shop
Hand Knit Mittens
" :"Gifts
THECHILDREN'S SHOP
CORNER BUCKEYE AND NORTH STREETS
Greta PTattryV Hand Knitted
Stocking Caps and Mittens
Red, White, Brown, Maize and Navy
3.95 and 4.95
BEULAH BECHTEL
PUBLIC SQUARE
conditions. A united student body
should be a real influence for good in
the nation.
Helen Agricola, '48 The idea
sounds O.K.; how about a little more
information on what's been done and
what's being planned along this line?
Don Swegan, '47 It- - is generally
recognized mat student government
organizations have high and low per
iods of power through the course of
years. Such a national student govern'
ment organization would help to alle
viate these fluctuations.
Bruce Strait. '48 I want to know
what A National student uovern- -
ment Organization" is. What would
aims or tmrooses ber Is such an
organization in formation at present?
sound very vague and idealistic from
the title. Why not work through exist
ing channels to accomplish the goals
which such an organization might have
in mind?
Asa Hearthrug, 06 1m tor it.
hose Missouri people will need jobs
somewhere. By the way, which way is
McKlosky's place?
DALE BLOCHER
Agent for
Elite Flower Shoppe
Kenarden III
...
Phone 427-- R
Tuxedo For Sale
Size 36, Like New
Abramson Tailor Shop
245 B. Liberty St.
.
Phone 398
George Lahm
Jeweler
Exam Information
f-r-:
SANTA
2nd. Floor
Every Day
1:00 to 4:00
SaL 1-- 5 and 7-- 9
All Seniors who3esire "loTafceThS
Graduate Record Examinations on
an. 6 and 11 must make out the ap
plication forms for it in the Registrar's
Office, not later than Friday of this
a.
week. Among the graduate schools
that are either, requiring or recom
mending the examination for use in
the admissions procedure are Ohio
State University, University of PittS'
burgh, Western Reserve University,
Wisconsin, Harvard, Cincinnati, ;and
Yale. Approximately half of the grad-
uate schools desire a record of the ex-
amination of at least those candidates
for admission whose academic records
in college are not outstanding.
The Medical Aptitude Test will
also be given on Jan. ll in both the
forenoon and afternoon. Both ses
sions are required of all applicants to
medical schools for the terms opening
in 1947. Application for the examin-
ation must be made out in the Regis
trar's Office not later than Dec. 16.
The fee is 5 which should be made
out in check or P.O. Money Order,
payable to the Graduate Record Of
fice. The check or order must accom
pany the application.
BARRETTS"
Liberty Flower Shop
Phone 600 333 E. Liberty
George Koch, Student Rep.
Kenarden II
What to. Qtit
Dec. 10 Dr. "Robert Morrison.
Dec. 11 Russell Seibert.
Dec. 12 Men's Glee Club.
Dec. 13 Separate Chapel,
W.S.G.A., M.S.G.A.
Wooster Theatre
FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y
Roy Rogers and
Dale Evans in
"Roll On Texas Moon"
Also 1.
Helmut Dantine in
"Shadow of a Woman"
SUN.-MON.-TUE- S.
Marshall Thompson and
George Tobias in
""Gallant BeTs"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA- Y
Gary Cooper in
"Cloak and Dagger"
B O OK S
To Make Children Happy
Retail 25c to 2.50
College Book Store
Winter Sports Clothes
Make A Practical
Opt
Olt nan winter's wonderful
company If you're prepared
for him decked out In warm
bright clothe!
SWEATERS
SK95
Cardigan Sweater. 100 all
wool Sizes 34 to 40 Inclusive.
Choice of Black, White, Gray
and desirable high shades.
SKIRTS T
fie warm and bright In plaid
patterns, colors as designed
for winter fun and snow. Sixes
24 to 30.
SHIRT '$
Sizes 12 to 18. Bright plaids on
White grounds. Right to team-u- p
with slacks or skirts.
100 Wool Slacks $1795
Choiceslf nlof solidmnttA rnlftrcolo all wool alackss ' U
In Brown, Navy and Grey. Sizes 12
to 20 Inclusive.
